A Unified Approach for Registration and Depth in Depth from Defocus.
Depth from Defocus (DFD) suggests a simple optical set-up to recover the shape of a scene through imaging with shallow depth of field. Although numerous methods have been proposed for DFD, less attention has been paid to the particular problem of alignment between the captured images. The inherent shift-variant defocus often prevents standard registration techniques from achieving the accuracy needed for successful shape reconstruction. In this paper, we address the DFD and registration problem in a unified framework, exploiting their mutual relation to reach a better solution for both cues. We draw a formal connection between registration and defocus blur, find its limitations and reveal the weakness of the standard isolated approaches of registration and depth estimation. The solution is approached by energy minimization. The efficiency of the associated numerical scheme is justified by showing its equivalence to the celebrated Newton-Raphson method and proof of convergence of the emerged linear system. The computationally intensive approach of DFD, newly combined with simultaneous registration, is handled by GPU computing. Experimental results demonstrate the high sensitivity of the recovered shapes to slight errors in registration and validate the superior performance of the suggested approach over two, separately applying registration and DFD alternatives.